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On the center of galbed algebras
Mart Abel
Abstract
It is shown that every unital Mackey advertibly σ-complete strongly galbed
Hausdorﬀ algebra with bounded elements is central, if there is a closed maximal
left or right ideal M of A such that M ∩ Z(A) = {θA }.
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1. Introduction
Let C be the ﬁeld of complex numbers, N = {0, 1, 2, ...}, k > 0, l k the set of all
C-valued sequences (αn ), for which the series
∞
�

|αv |k

v=0

converges, l0 the set of all C-valued sequences (αn ) such that the set {k ∈ N : αk �= 0}
is ﬁnite l = l1 \ l0 and
�
l(0,1] =
lk .
k∈(0,1]

Let A be an associative topological algebra over C with separately continuous multiplication (in short, a topological algebra).
Remember, that an element a ∈ A is bounded, if there exists λ ∈ C\{0} and for
every neighbourhood O of zero in A there exists µO > 0 such that
�
�� a �n
: n ∈ N ⊂ µO O.
λ
Throughout this paper, let a ◦ b = a + b + ab.

Deﬁnition 1. A sequence (an )n∈N of elements of a topological algebra A is advertibly
convergent1 in A, if there exists an element a ∈ A such that both (a ◦ an )n∈N and
(an ◦ a)n∈N converge to θA .
∗ This paper has been done by Greek State Scholarship Foundation and Estonian Science Foundation grant 6205 support.
1 The term ”advertibly null” is also in use by A. Mallios.
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Deﬁnition 2. A topological algebra A is advertibly σ-complete if every advertibly
convergent Cauchy sequence of A converges in A.
Deﬁnition 3. A sequence (an )n∈N of elements of a topological algebra A is Mackey
convergent in A to an element a0 ∈ A, if there exists a bounded set B ⊂ A and for
every � > 0 an element n� ∈ N such that an − a0 ∈ �B for any n > n� .
Deﬁnition 4. A sequence (an )n∈N of elements of a topological algebra A is Mackey
advertibly convergent in A, if there exists an element a ∈ A such that both (a ◦ an )n∈N
and (an ◦ a)n∈N Mackey converge to θA .
Deﬁnition 5. A topological algebra A is Mackey advertibly σ-complete if every
Mackey advertibly convergent Cauchy sequence of A converges in A.
Deﬁnition 6. A topological algebra A is a galbed algebra, if there exists a sequence
(αn ) ∈ l such that for each neighbourhood O of zero in A there is another neighbourhood U of zero in A such that
n
��

αk a k : a 0 , . . . , a n ∈ U

k=0

�

⊂O

for each n ∈ N.
Furthermore, if there exists a sequence (αn ) ∈ l with α0 �= 0 and
1

α = inf |αn | n > 0
n>0

such that the previous condition is fulﬁlled, then we say that A is a strongly galbed
algebra. We call α the ”module of galbness” of A.2
In case we have already speciﬁed the sequence (αn ) ∈ l, then we talk about (αn )galbed algebra and strongly (αn )-galbed algebra.
The center of a primitive ring is always an integral domain3 (see [7], Lemma 2.1.3,
p. 45) and any commutative integral domain can be the center of a primitive ring 4
(see [8], Chapter II.6, Example 3, p. 36). Herewith, every ﬁeld is a commutative
integral domain, but any commutative integral domain does not have to be a ﬁeld.
It is known (see [3]), that if R is a unital primitive locally A-pseudoconvex Hausdorﬀ
algebra or a unital primitive locally pseudoconvex Fréchet Q-algebra, then R is central
(for Banach algebras a similar result has been given in [10], Corollary 2.4.5, see also
[5], p. 127; [9], Theorem 4.2.11, and [6], Theorem 2.6.26 (ii); for k-Banach algebras
in [4], Corollary 9.3.7; for locally m-convex Q-algebras in [12], Corollary 2, and for
locally A-convex algebras in which all maximal ideals are closed in [13], Theorem 3).
2 The

previous terminology is due to A. Mallios.
ring R is an integral domain, if from a, b ∈ R and ab = θR follows that a = θR or b = θR .
4 The author would like to express his gratitute to Professor Laszlo Marki for informing him about
this result.
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Some results about the center of topologically primitive galbed algebras can be
found in [1] and (for the special case of exponentially or (2−n )-galbed algebras) in [2].
The motivation of the present paper is to generalize the results from [1] for a larger
class of topological algebras.
2. Preliminary results
In this chapter we prove some preliminary results about the convergence of some
series.
Lemma 1. A subset A of a topological vector space L is bounded in L if and only
if for every sequnence (λn ) of C and every sequence (xn ) of A from
n

(λn )−→0
follows that
n

(λn xn )−→θL .

Proof. See the proof of the statement 5.3 in [11], p. 26-27.
Proposition 1. Let A be a strongly galbed algebra with bounded elements and let
λ0 ∈ C, a0 ∈ A. Then there exists a neighbourhood O(λ0 ) of λ0 such that the sequence
(Sn (λ)), where
n
�
k
(λ − λ0 ) a0 k
Sn (λ) =
k=0

is a Mackey advertibly convergent Cauchy sequence for each λ ∈ O(λ0 ).

Proof. The proof of the fact that (Sn (λ)) is a Cauchy sequence, is done exactly the
same way as in [1], ﬁrst part of the proof of Proposition 2.2.
It remains to show that (Sn (λ)) is Mackey advertibly convergent. As in [1], we
can ﬁnd µ0 ∈ C\{0} such that
�� a �n
0

µ0

�
:n∈N

is bounded in A. Remember, that (see [1])
�
α �
O(λ0 ) = λ0 + λ ∈ C : |λ| <
|µ0 |
where α is the module of galbness of A. Therefore,
[µ0 (λ − λ0 )]

n+1 n

−→0
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for every λ ∈ O(λ0 ). Every bounded set is contained in a balanced bounded set.
Thus, there exists a balanced bounded set B in A such that
�
�� a �n
0
: n ∈ N ⊂ B.
µ0

Let us ﬁx an arbitrary � > 0. We can suppose that 1 > �. Then there exists such
n+1
< � for every n > n� . Now
n� ∈ N that [µ0 (λ − λ0 )]
Sn (λ) ◦ [(λ0 − λ)a0 ] = [(λ0 − λ)a0 ] ◦ Sn (λ) = [(λ0 − λ)a0 ]
= [µ0 (λ0 − λ)]

n+1

� a �n+1
0

µ0

⊂ [µ0 (λ0 − λ)]

n+1

B=�

n+1

[µ0 (λ0 − λ)]
�

=

n+1

B ⊂ �B,

if n > n� . Thus, (Sn (λ)) is Mackey advertibly convergent for each λ ∈ O(λ0 ).
Corollary 1. Let A be a strongly galbed algebra with bounded elements and let λ0 ∈
C, a0 ∈ A. Then there exists a neighbourhood O(λ0 ) of λ0 such that the sequence
(Sn (λ)), where
n
�
k
(λ − λ0 ) a0 k
Sn (λ) =
k=0

is an advertibly convergent Cauchy sequence for each λ ∈ O(λ0 ).

Proof. Since every Mackey advertibly convergent sequence is advertibly convergent,
then we obtain the desired result directly from Proposition 1.
One can easily conclude the following:
Corollary 2. Let A be a strongly galbed algebra with bounded elements and let λ0 ∈
C, a0 ∈ A. Then there exists a neighbourhood O(λ0 ) of λ0 such that
Sn (λ) =

n
�

k

(λ − λ0 ) a0 k

k=0

is a Cauchy sequence.
Proposition 2. Let A be a unital strongly galbed algebra with bounded elements,
being also Mackey advertibly σ-complete or a nil algebra. Moreover, let λ0 ∈ C and
a0 ∈ A. Then there exists a neighbourhood O(λ0 ) of λ0 such that
(eA + (λ0 − λ)a0 )

−1

=

∞
�

(λ − λ0 )k ak0

k=0

for each λ ∈ O(λ0 ).
Proof. Take (Sn (λ)) and O(λ0 ) as in Proposition 1. Then Sn (λ) is Mackey advertibly
convergent Cauchy sequence for every λ ∈ O(λ0 ). If A is Mackey advertibly σcomplete, then (Sn (λ)) converges for every λ ∈ O(λ0 ). The case when A is a nil
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algebra is studied in [1], Proposition 2.2. In [1] it is also shown that
(eA + (λ0 − λ)a0 )−1 =

∞
�

(λ − λ0 )k ak0 .

k=0

Proposition 3. Let A be a unital strongly galbed algebra with bounded elements. If
A is an Mackey advertibly σ-complete or a nil algebra, then for each a0 ∈ A there
exists a number R > 0 such that
∞
�
ak
0

k=0

µk+1

converges in A, whenever |µ| > R.

Proof. Apply Corollary 2.3 in [1] with Proposition 2 above, in place of Proposition
2.2 in [1].
3. Main results
Now we are ready to prove our main results. First of all, remember that in every
central algebra A we have M ∩ Z(A) = {θA } for every closed maximal left or right
ideal M of A. In next result we prove the converse for some algebras.
Theorem 1. Let A be a unital Mackey advertibly σ-complete strongly galbed Hausdorﬀ algebra with bounded elements. If there exists a closed maximal left or right ideal
M of A such that M ∩ Z(A) = {θA }, then A is a central algebra.
Proof. Notice, that in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [1] we need A to be topologically
primitive only for ﬁnding a closed maximal left or right ideal M of A such that
M ∩ Z(A) = {θA }. Therefore, we can follow exactly the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [1]
using Proposition 2 from the present paper instead of Proposition 2.2 from [1] and
Proposition 3 from the present paper instead of the Corollary 2.3 from [1].
Corollary 3. Let A be a unital Mackey advertibly σ-complete topologically primitive
strongly galbed Hausdorﬀ algebra with bounded elements. Then A is a central algebra.
Proof. The result follows from Theorem 1, since for algebra A being topologically
primitive guarantees the existence of a closed maximal left or right ideal M of A such
that M ∩ Z(A) = {θA }.
Concerning the above, we further remark that Proposition 2, Proposition 3, Theorem 1 and Corollary 3 are also valid in the following particular cases:
a) A is advertibly σ-complete;
b) A is σ-complete.
An open problem. Does there exist a topological algebra A which is not topologically
primitive but has a closed maximal left or right ideal M such that M ∩ Z(A) = {θA }?
Hereby, the author wants to express his gratitude to Professor Anastasios Mallios
and Professor Mati Abel for suggestions which helped to improve the present paper.
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